WORKING WITH KRISTINA – What’s it like?
In September 2012 I asked through an anonymous survey what my clients and readers thought of Personal
Growth Gab eblasts as well as my speaking and coaching services.
I thought I might share a few of the written responses about my style here; if you were thinking of working
with me as a coach it might give you a better idea of what to expect.
With over 50 comments from the survey results to choose from, some themes definitely emerged and
I've tried to capture them here - hey, at least I'm consistent!
***************************************************************************************************************************
She has a laid-back approach, but don't let that fool anyone. Her ability to read people is amazing and her
assessments of how a person can enrich their lives/careers are spot-on. After she asked me lots of
questions, she was somehow able to give me an assessment that was frighteningly accurate and illuminating.
She's really understanding and inspiring. Coaching sessions are not a simple "make your resume look like this
and you'll get a job" - Kristina gets to the bottom of your issues and brings them to the top. I always leave a
session feeling refreshed and inspired.
Kristina is a special person with a singular passion for empowering people to get the most out of their lives.
Most notable is her rare quality to really get to the root/essence of a person/issue and make people feel
as though they are being focused on deeply and solely---she is not thinking about anything other than YOU
and your situation and what she can do to help guide and make things go on a better path.
I thank Kristina for looking beyond the descriptions of what I've told her regarding my current situation when
advising me. Kristina looks at what you don't say as opposed to what she thinks you want to hear.
I appreciate the way Kristina can blend all the facets of life/career from the corporate world to astrology to
physical health-she has a bird's eye view of all these realms and more which make her very helpful to me. Like
a really smart Mom.
Kristina does business with HEART. Her insight and intuition are very strong. She cares very deeply when
she works with you and you feel very taken care of.
She never deals with the "surface" issues. She makes you delve deep to get at the root issue to put you
back on the right path for it to no longer be an issue in your life. She makes the personal work just as
important (sometimes more important) as professional/business stuff. I BELIEVE she wants the best for me
and that I'm not just another client.
Her no nonsense way of relating information. In my experience, Kristina is more blunt and honest which is
appreciated!
I like everything about how Kristina works because it almost seems custom made for the individual she is
working with.
Kristina gave me permission to be myself! I can say no other person has empowered me in that way as
much as she has - and I am TRULY forever grateful for that.
A session with Kristina is always an investment in myself. I never feel like any time was wasted and I
always leaving feeling better and more inspired than I did when I got there.
To book a coaching session or to discuss a customized seminar or workshop for your company, organization or
event, please contact Kristina Leonardi at kleonardi@mindspring.com , visit www.kristinaleonardi.com or call
917-816-0834. Follow her @clearlykristina and connect with her on LinkedIn.com/in/kristinaleonardi

